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T H E  EFFECTS O F  SPACE relationships on yie ld and quality of sugar 
beets have received considera.tion from the very beginning of sugar beet 
culture. Achard in his treatise on the sugar beet gave detailed directions 
that the beets \-"\'ere to be grown in rows 1 2  inches apart and at 1 2 -ioch 
spadngs in the row. The placement was to he such that a staggered arrange
ment resulted. In view of Achard's careful appro�lch to similar problems 
with other crop p lants, i t  seems a safe assumption that this recommendation 
was hased upon experimental evidence. 

The industry started out with a dense population of plants which may 
very well have suited plant culture performed exclusively with hand laboL 
As machines hegan more and more to replace hand l abor, and as horse� 
urawn and motor-driven machines were introduced, changes from the 
close patterns were necc%ary. 

In the early period, replicated experimental trials to determine space 
relationships were fe\.v if any. Judgment '.vas based on the treatment giving 
the largest yield. Obviously, replication in time was necessary to establish 
a conclusion and to avoid the effects of chance occurrence. This early 
work will be summarized. It  furnished the basis for the more modern 
agronomic experience. There may be some surprises. Sugar beet agriculture 
a rrived at the satisfactory space allotment per plant by trial and error 
methods. In this regard, the sugar beet does not differ from corn, potatoes, 
soy heans or other important crop plant, for with these crop plants also, 
the accepted space allotments per plant are the result of farm experience 
rather than exhaustive agronomic experiment. 

European technology largely domina ted sugar heet agriculture from 
1 890 to World War 1 .  American practice was often influenced by its 
teachings. One of the surprises will be the nature of the experimental work 
on which recommendations were hased and may explain why European 
advice was not whol ly fol1owed in our agricul ture. Another surprise may 
he the significance of the American contributions to this field of work. 
It  wil l  be seen that our research pioneered in application of the newer 
agronomic methods to the problems of space relationships. 

Because of the complexity of the prohlem and the need for taking 
cognizance ()f the changing nature of  sugar beet agriculture, final recom
mendations as to optimum space allotments for the sugar beet cannot be 
made. These must he determined by studies conducted under particular 
soil and climatic cnnJitions and must take into account the type of sugar 
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beet culture to be employed. The plant reactions must be rt:cognized as 
the key factors in the situation . Agronomic techniques availahle for such 
a research attack will be reviewed and a fc\.v he aeons will he set up to 
guide a renewed and vigorous research program, 

Early Work on Spacinl< of S U l'ar Beets 

Probably in his day, Hollrung ( 2 4 ) "  had the most authoritative voice 
among sugar beet technologists . In 1 894, on basis of experiments conducted 
hy Marek, Ladureau and Petermann, he concluded that the greater the 
available space, the larger the heet, and that fol iage size dropped off with 
decrease of growing space. He stated that with narrow spacing, sugar 
heets yield more sugar than with wide placement, and that beets standing 
close together contain not only a greater weight of sugar, but lesser amounts 
of non-sugars, t\.vo items of greatest importance in  processing. 

Although Hol l rung's conclusions may be readily accepted since these 
plant reactions are not greatly at variance from what would be expected, 
exception could he taken to the meagerness of the experimental data from 
which they \vere drawll . In the experiments cited, row widths ranged hy 
2 - inch steps from about 14 inches to 20 inches. Intervals in the row were 
approximately 8 inches or 10 inches. Within a given experiment the results 
were not concordant ; judgment was commonly based upon the largest 
value. Replication was scanty or non�existent. Whereas at least 10 percent 
or more as a difference would be required even to approach significance, 
the values on which decisions were based were about 1 00 or 200 pounus of 
sugar per al..'r('". Ohviously such diffcrenccs do not fal l outside of chance 
occurrences. 

As extensive tests as any, and, in t.heir day, very influential, were those 
of Vanha and his associates 0 9 ) . Here, we find an experiment on sugar 
beet space allotments, in which some spacings occurred in 3 � fold replica� 
tion, some in 2 - fold, and one as a single plot. As luck would have it, the 
last named turned out to be the highest yielder. The unbalanced experi' 
mc:ntal design makes determination of statistical significance impussible, but 
here again one could assume that at least a 10 percent differential would 
he required fur significance. The tests compare 14 � ,  1 6" and 1 8 �inch row 
widths, as comhined with 8-, 10 - ,  and 1 2 'inch row intervals. Obviously only 
very precise, many�tillles repl i(:ated experiments could appraise such small 
differences in spaLe allotments. I t  is not surprising, therefore, to find that 
these comparisons -in which the space per plant ranged about 1 1 2 to 2 1 6  
square inches gave, i n  1 <)02,  the highest sugar production per surface unit 
from the widest spacing, whereas the next highest and differing only by 
107 pounds of sugar per acre, was from the closest spacing !  Similar experi
ments (not cited) were conducted by these investigators in  1 903 and again 
in 1905 .  They were inconclusive, and if anything, contradictory of the 
1 902 tests, The difference between the highest and lowest value was only 
1 60 pounus sugar per acre, clearly a non-significant difference. In 1 90 5 ,  
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other than a suspiciously high value for one trial of the 1 8 - x lO- inch 
space, a l l  other values fall  very close to 4 ,800 pounds per acre. Inasmuch 
as the 1 90 3  and 1 90 5  values were so contradictory of the 1 902 results, the 
authors made no attempt to draw conclusions, other than to discuss effects 
uf space on top size. 

In 1 92 1 ,  Gerlach ( 2 <l ) , also a leader of the industry, deplored lack 
of adequate experimental evidence on space relationships. Prevailingly sugar 
beets were grown on a 1 6- x 1 0 -inch pattern. In his opinion, increase of 
row width to 19 inches would not be h<lz;an!ous. He pointed out that 
20- x 2 0�inch spacing as advocated meant reouctiun of the customary 
population of 1 00,000 plants per hectare ( ahout 40,000 per acre) to 
40,000 per hectare ( ahout 1 6,000 per acre) so that average size of root 
would need to increase 2Yz times If yidds were not to go down . At the 
SClJ11e time sucrose percentage \voulJ need to he maintained if  sugar pro' 
duction were not to drop . C erlach pointed out that expe.rimenta l evidence 
proved that this does not occur and that some halfw,lY step would he 
advisahle to give 2 j ,O()O or, at  it:ast, 2 1 ,000 plants per acre, so that w("Ight 
uf the average rout would only need to increase 1. 2� tu 1 . 6 - fold. Sucrose 
percentage would not he seriously affected. Kruger ( 20 ,  2 6) in his discussion 
of Gerlach's proposals stated that lu"\v sucrose percentage of widely spacl":d 
heets was merely a matter of npening. For sugar beets to ripen, nitrogen 
must be hrought to a minimum as evidenced hy yellow l eaves. This is not 
reached \vith widely spaced heelS. In a fidd with httle nitrogen reSlTVL, th\..' 
eldded nitrogen can quickly and profitably he utiliz:eo, then the heet:" 
ripened. Narrow placement IS n("c("ssary since v-.:iue spacing hrings ahout 
unripe heets. In hiS opinion, ru\',; width may he l lKrcased to approximately 
lY inches, hut "wc dare not depart from dosest rossihk spacing in  the 
row if  we v./ish to have good beets . "  

In 1 92 4  Zwuhod'l (40)  attacked separ<ltdy the  prohkms involved 1ll  
determining (a) most favurahle row width and (h) the best spa.cing within 
the row_ In a .1 - times repl icated test ,""vith a. fixed interval in  the row of 
1 2 .6  inches, he obtained the highest yield of sugdr per acre from it 1 4 . 7 - inch 
row width, the 1 6- inch giving 7 P(TCL'J1t less, the I B -inch WIdth 10 percent 
less, and the 20- to 2 2 -inch widths ahout 2() percent less than the 1 4- in(h 
row width . Having settlt:-d on the hest row width he varied thc interval 
in the row by a 2 inch differcntial R- ,  l O- ,  and 1 2 -inch spClcing -with 
the result  that highest yield of sugar (,tine from the 1 2 -10(h row intervaL 
the l O�inch interval heing :; percent less anu the 8� inch ro\v interval ,  1 4  
percent less. His conclusion, therefore, was that the hest pa.ttern i s  a quadrat 
ahout 1 4 7 x 1 2 6 inches. This finding is reminiscent of Achard's early 
recommendation. 

In 1 927,  C. Bonne (4) summarized spacing experiments as conducted 
at Schlanstedt, Germany, in the p<:::riod l Y 2 ?- � 1 9 2 R .  The various spacings 
had heen tested in j - fold replications in 1 9 2 ?- and 1 9 2 4 ,  and in 4 �fold 
replications in 1 92 ) � 1 928 .  Long, rectangular rIots, :; rows each, with the 
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center row harvested, were used. Only normal beets growing i n  complete 
stands were harvested to determine yields. The results are given only as 
the combined averages for the 6 years of test. The closest spacing 1 4 . 8  x 
1 � . B  inches gave routs with an average weight of 1 . 1 66 pounds, whereas 
the widest spacing 1 9 .7  x 1 j .8 in.:hes gave roots averaging 1 .  5 76 pounds. 
For the intermediate spacings the root \'\.'cights follow ahout a straight line 
relationship. 

Sucrose percentages deviated numerically only by 0.5 from smallest 
(2e).; squa re inches) to largest space allotment ( 3 1 0  square inches) . Sugar 

production was highest in the plots v\.'ith the smallest space allotment per 
beet. It dropped ahout 14 percent helow this figure in the largest space 
allotment, which gave approximately 3 5  percent more plant room than the 
smallest. Between the extremes, the production showed a uniform decline. 

The wurk of other European investigations may he briefly cited. 
Soucek ( 3 7 )  held the space between the rows constant at 42 centimeters 
( 1 6 .8 inches) and had intervals in the row ranging from 6 . 3 6  inches to 
1 5 .64 inches. The greatest yield came from the beets having the smallest 
space al lutment per plant. The yield of beets with the largest space allot
ment fell ahout 16 percent heluw that uf the closely spaced l..,eets. Inter
mediate spacings were uniformly or regularly disposed het\.veen these 
extremes. I t  is tu he noted that the space allotments in these experiments 
,lre all smaller than those of chief interest in  American tests. 

DeHaan and Klijnhout ( 1 3 )  conducted a population study on three 
fields of different fertility levels. They determined the space allotment 
and weight of each plant of a selected strip . The weight data were com� 
hined according to space allotments hy steps of "200 squa.re centimcters. 
An average weight was thus determined fur each space allotment in each 
field. From these data, numbers per hectare were computed. The authors 
had theoretical populations ranging from 40, 1 5 0 to 1 1 0 ,801 p lants. They 
concluded that to increase the yield of beets, it is necessary to increase the 
numher per hectare ahove a minimum of about 63 ,000. Taking 60,000 
a.s a base, the authors computed that increasing the number of beets per 
hectare by "25 percent, increased the yield of roots almost 8 percent, 
whereas an increase of 50 percent in the number of plants increased the 
rout weight 1 3  percent. 

Roemer ( 3 4 ,  page 1 68 - 1 69) slates that in the period 1 890- 1 900, there 
was a move toward narrow spacing some I:ven going so far as to propose 
"20  centimeters x 20 centinF?ters (8 inches x 8 inches) or 3� centimeters x 1 5  
centimeters ( about 1 3  inches x 6 inches) . In the period 1 906- 1 9 1 6, a common 
pattern was ."!" 7 centimeters x 1 8  centimett:rs ( about 1 5  inches x 7 i nches) . 
He states further as justifying the change to wider spacing "Newer inves
tigations have shown that the present, highly bred beets will  permit recom� 
menJations of a spacing formerly out of the yuestion . The argument for 
this is, above all, that wider ro\v distance permits frequent deep cultjva� 
tion, considered to he favorahle. Under such assumption, a l"OW width of 
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50 centimeters (20 inches) is permitted and spacing in the row of 20 -25  
centimeters (8� 1 0  inches) , but  wider spacing than 20  inches is not  safe ."  

European technology at first recommended close spacings for sugar 
beets but rather generally moved to wider patterns after World War I .  
The European l iterature indicates that managen. of estates and technologists 
arrived at a width of approximately 1 8  inches between ruws and a row 
interval from 10 to 1 2  inches as the preferred pattern . Almost from the 
beginning of the culture of  sugar beets in America. close patterns were 
not recommended unless some factor such as curly top indicated an im
portant reason for crowding the p lants (N uckols, 3 1 ) .  The greater use 
of machines for planting, cultivation and harvesting as compared with 
continental Europe was undoubtedly the decisive factor. In a country 
accustomed to wide rows for corn, 20 inches for sugar beet rows seemed 
very close indeed. A gain of ]0 to 1 5  percent from close spacing was more 
than offset by other forms of crop cost, or even by crop loss, as occasioned 
hy reduction of row width. American practice very early took as a standard 
the 20- x 1 2 -inch pattern . European practice, especially when the use oi 
drills and cultivators increased, accepted a similar pattern . 

Application of Modern Agronolnic Techniques 

The preceding review of the observational ,  or trial and error, period 
of sugar beet agronomy has shown that in spite of the complexity of 
problems and the shortcomings of the older methodology Cl solution was 
reached for the space relation problem then existent. Some recent experi' 
mental studies in which statistical controls were employed to safeguard 
against conclusions being based upon chance occurrence may now be re� 
viewed. This work may be expected to be more efficient than the older 
work, and it should confirm or deny older conclusions. It should be ahle 
to meet new problems with sureness and dispatch. Not all pertinent work 
can be noticed. Reference will be limited to those contributions that have 
special interest because of the methodology employed or hecause they 
emphasize a new concept or appruach to the subject. 

One of the first of these studies was made in  1 9 2 7  in  England by 
W. Engledow and his associates ( 1 7 ) .  It was essentially a census study 
of 6 representative beet fields. N umerous sampling stations were estah
lished in the fields. By counts of initial stand and by 9 stand counts 
throughout the season, together with harvest data, the course of the plant 
populations was fol lowed. Some important conclusions were derived. Loss 
of plants after seedling emergence was negligible .  In each of the 6 fields 
there was a steady decline of root size with increase in plant population . 
All the tests that the authors applied supported the conclusion that the 
number of plants and the yield per unit of length were directly related, 
or that they were in  fact, of the nature of cause and effect. Broadly speaking, 
soil fertility and culture are the control lable factors that govern yield. The 
points of practice about which doubt remains are those which affect plant 
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population. When the definite distances between the rows o r  between 
plants have been decided, yield per acre depends very directly upon the 
extent to which the theoretical "full plant" is secured. Roots that have 
more than average space grow to more than average size, but every root 
or gap counts in determining yield per acre. " The beet is a costly crop to 
grow if only half a full plant is secured."  

These authors give an excellent model for a detailed study of plant 
population by census methods, and their conclusions are noteworthy in 
placing in relief the importance of soil fertility and cultural treatments as 
the real determiners of yiekls, once a reasonable plant population is set up. 
Their comments on necessity of a "full plant" foreshadowed results obtained 
independently in the United States. 

Brewbaker and Deming (6) made a highly important contribution to 
the problem of space relationships of the sugar beet. They applied to the 
data obtained from experiments at Fort Collins, Colorado, in 1 9 3 0  and 1 9 3 1 ,  
and a t  Rocky Ford, Colorado, i n  1 9 3 1 ,  the newer statistical techniques. 
Immer ( 2 5 )  had previously made a start in this direction with his appli
cation of the analysis of variance to certain problems of sugar beet plot 
technique , The authors confirmed that for a unit area the correlation of 
weight of beets with stand is positive and significant. Within the limits of 
the tests the relationship is essentially linear. The authors i llustrate their 
finding with a forceful example, pointing out that, as an average, each 
drop of 10 percent in stand means a drop in yield of 1 . 2 5  tons per acre. 
In the yield and stand study based on competitive beets only, row widths 
from 1 8� to 24  inches were used with row spacings from 6� to 16 inches. 
Heavier tonnages were produced by the 1 8 �  and 20�inch row widths than 
hy the 2 2 �  or 2 4 �inch widths. As to space interval in the row, the authors 
call attention to the fact that with 8�inch spacings there arc 50 percent 
more beets per acre than with 1 2 - inch spacings, and 1 00 percent more than 
for the 1 6�inch spacing. The increase of average yield for the 8�inch interval 
1n comparison with that from the 1 2 �inch spacing in the row was not 
significant. Significant differences in yield were found between 8� inch and 
1 6�inch intervals. These were in favor of the close spacing. A highlight 
of the paper was the assessment of relative importance between adjust� 
ments of row widths or row intervals and uniformity of stand. They found 
that uniformity of stand is relatively a far more important factor in  deter� 
mining final yield than is the particular row width or spacing used. The 
authors were ;l\Vare of the far�reaching effects of their conclusion since 
they state "The placement of major emphasis on uniformity of stand 
involves almost every field practice particularly the operations preceding 
and immediately following hlocking and thinning, and, to a somewhat lesser 
extent cultivation, irrigation and protection against insect pests." An 
impurtant contnhution frorn this stuuy, and hasic in explaining the con� 
dusions drawn, was the evidence that the R beets surrounding a hlank 
space in a 20- x 1 2 -inch spacing were so increased in  weight that there 
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was a compensation for 96.2 percent of the loss due to a single missing 
beet. Other investigators have not obtained so great a compensation ( Garner 
and Sanders ( 1 9) , Finney ( 1 8 » . 

Another and highly significant contribution in light of later develop
ments was the finuing that even i f  2)" percent of al l  hills were douhles the 
root yields were not significantly lowered. This confirmed certain early 
work that at the time was not fully accepted hy growers. MorE" recent 
work by Deming ( 1 4 ) ,  Nuckols ( 3 2 ) ,  and others ( 1 6, 27) have amply 
verified the finding that in  commercial  fields a relatively high percentage 
of uoubles and some triples does not significantly reduce yield. In a further 
follow up of this line of investigation, Deming ( 1 5' )  has shown that so 
long as hills do not have more than 2 or at most ':; p lants, the number of 
hills per acre and not the plant population is the significant thing affecting 
yields. A directive is therehy given to agricultural engineers permitting 
them to concentrate on a pattern of hills, not of single p lants. 

Nuckols ( 3 2 )  questioned th\� hlanket use of the ''' competitive'' heet 
tCL�hnique hy showing the futility of seeking to salvage results from an 
experiment with poor stands hy the device of saving a l imited numher of 
so -called "normally competitive" samples. Since a plot with S O  percent 
stand could hy certain placement of  gaps yield only 10 percent of its heets 
as growing under normally competitive conditions, i t  is ohvious, he points 
nut, that the poorer stands automatically mean inadequate sampling, and 
the yields calculated to Cl 1 00 percent hasis are unreliahle . In p lots of  
excellent stands, results from actual p lot  yields and computed yields from 
normal ly competitive beets would tend to merge whereas with gappy stands 
it is obvious that the heet selected would reflect the competition condi
tions of its growth. This report had highly salutary effect in curhing miSUSl' 
of the normally competitive beet technique. It is now retained a." a me<U1� 
of judging quality of sugar heet experimental plots since a plot that \.vould 
not yield chiefly normally competitive heets is l ike ly to show hias. For the 
selection of sugar samples it has value. Agronomists arc hecomin.� incrcas 
ingly critical uf conclusions based upon p lots with poor stands. 

The British investig;ltors, Cclrner and Sanders ( 1 9) ,  concerned tht'"m� 
selves with many of the prohlems studied by Brewhaker and Deming and 
by Nuckols. They reviewed earlier work in England citing that of Davies 
who showed that, within limits, yield was not rdated to the numher of 
roots per acre but was affected hy the distribution .  Wide spacing of  ro\\'.<; 
could not be compensated by narrower spacings within the row. The)' 
quote Pedersen's work on the relationship uf gaps to yield. In these Danish 
experiments with both sugar heets and mangel�wurzels, the compensation 
of growth of roots bordering Cl gap amounted to 76 percent for a single 
gap, but the percentage of compensation de(:reaseu as the size of gap 
increased . Garner and Sanders' own experiments with sugar beets in 1 9 3 4  
consisted of  a 5 -times repl icated test with row spacings o f  1 2 ,  1 8 , and 2 4  
inches with intervals in the row of (), 9 ,  and 1 2  inches for each row spacing. 
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In 1 9 ::'  6 the same variables were used except the 6�inch row interval was 
omitted. The authors found that although yields of roots and sugar in
creased as distance between ro\-vs decreased, there is little indication that 
rows narrower than 1 R inches are \vorthwh11e. Spacings in the row from 
6 to 12 inches produced no differences in yields of roots or sugar, conse' 
yuently, for convenience of working a spacing distance in the row of 1 2  
inches is most desirahle. The data were further applied to the solution of 
the problem of effects of gaps on root and top weight. In  a dry year the 
roots immediately surrounding a gap compensate to the extent of 80�R9 
percent for the missing plant, the allocation to individual neighbors being 
about inversely proportional to the square of their distance from the site 
of the gap. In a \-vet year the compensation was less complete amounting 
to from 4 1  to 84 percent. In hoth years, compensation was less complete 
for tops than for roots. 

From Cl study of individual root records, the authors, ha sing their 
study on plants \\!ith no gaps in the immediately surrounding ring, showed 
that 1 8  x 9 inches was the optimum spacing. From their experiments they 
state that 400 plants per plot is necessary to reduce the plot error due 
to genetic variahi l it)/ to 2 percent nf the mean. 

Hey and Kemsley ( 2 :1 )  in related studies on the same data took into 
,[(count the effects on the sugar heC't plants of very small and very large 
heets in the surrounding rings of plants Extreme sizes may produce effects 
comparable with that of the gap itself .  Their technique was to select an 
area covering about 10 to �() heet sites. The unit area studied was 6 x :1 
feet and regression of yield on percentage stand was determined. They com' 
pared yields as estimated from t on rercent stands of the · 'perfect" heet and 
hy the method of regression lines. Since there are gaps in the second ring, a 
heet in the first ring may tl�nd to hecome too large and thus cause the 
central heet to he suhnormal .  The second method tends to over�est1mate, 
hut has the advanLlgt'" of using id l the data .  

Other important puhlications by American and European investigator.:; 
can he given only brief mention. Brewhaker (7) gave additional data from 
t."xperiments at Fort Collins and Eaton, Colorado, to reenforce his earlier 
recommendations for increased population density as a means of increasing 
yields. Bilian ( 3 )  for Czechoslovakia, conducted experiments with 4 varieties 
of sugar heet and 5 varieties of mangel -wurzels. Yields from plants with 
1 , 000 square centimeters nf space were compared with those from 2 ,000 
square centimetcrs. The smaller space allotment gave the greatest total 
weight of roots, crowns, leaves and dry suhstance. Buschlen (8) and 
Bradford ( 5 )  each found that yields were increased by planting in row:" 
closer than 2R inches. Astrand ( 2 )  frorn a statistical study of factory 
records in Sweden showed that yield of sugar increased with density of 
plant populatlll11s. Dahlherg ( to) had made a comparahle report of the 
Swedish experience for 1 9 :1 2 ,  in which fields averaging 1 6,000 heets per 
; \(Tl" gave 1 0 .79 tnns as compan.:'J \\'ith 1 ) 5 �  tons for fields of 2 4,000 beets 
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per acre. He reported that increase in yield due to greater numher of 
plants much more than offsets any decrease due to reduction in size of 
average heet. 

Similar statistica l  studies of factory data have heen made by sugar 
companies in the United States. The recent study as made by Lill  (2R)  
may he cited as indicative of what  may be shown from such records. 
Material for the population study of sugar beets was supplied hy Manager 
John Kell)' of the Lake Shore Sugar Company. The data consisted of the 
tarc records for 1 9 3 R - 1 942 inclusive with numhers of heets recorded for 
each sample. Having the weight of the tare sample, the tare, the numher 
of beets. the total weight of clean beets in the sample was obtained. Thc 
total weight of clean beets for the samples of a given contract divided 
by the total number of heets in  the samples resulted in  an estimated average 
weight for thc individual bcet delivered under the contract. The yield 
per acre in pounds for the contract as obtained from factory records 
divided by the estimated weight of the individual beet gave the estimated 
plant population per acre. Factory records also gave the row "\vldth for the 
individual fields. A total of 5 ,605  fields werc included as a total of the 
5 years, the numbers ranging from a high of 1 , :' 6 ')  fidds in 1 9 3 R  to a lnv,,' 
of 9 1 3  in 1 94 1 .  Plant populations ranged from Cl low of 6 , 245  to ;-1. high 
of 24,244 per acre. The distribution showed a fairly uniform curve cen
tering at about 1 4 ,000 plants per acre. Lil1's conclusions were that (a)  
the  relation between p lant  populations and acre yields, although varying 
slightly with season, remained essential ly the same. The highest yields came 
from the highest plant populations. (b)  Width of row ( rows ranged from 
22� to 2R inches) had a slight hut definite influence upon the relationships, 
the higher plant populations having been maintained and higher acre yields 
ohtained, on the average, in  the fields with narro\..v ro\..\/s .  (c)  The rcla� 
tionship between estimated plant populations and acre yields is essentially 
linear. The study revealed the arrest ing fact that plant populations on 
many commercial ficlds arc too 10\..\1 to give mor�� than half of  a possible 
yickJ. 

Data as used hy Lill could hecome. a vaibhle from all factory districts 
if the numher of beets were systema.tlctlly rccorJed for each tare sample. 
Such data along with factory records "\,:ould constitute a mine of  informa
tion for  the  technologist. 

Attention is called to the very useful summ.ari:::ations made by Armer 
( 1 ) ,  h"sed on uata from The Nctherl;1 llds ( D ) ,  Woouland. California, 
and Granger, Utah. The data were grd.phed to answer tht: questions : How 
does sugar production vary with populatioTl." per acre and, with plant 
populations held constant, ho\..v does sugar per acre v,try with distrihution 
of p lants? When the p lant population fal ls hduw � 5 ,000 per acre, sugar 
productiun W;lS found to drop sharply.  Sugar productioll also was found 
to drop when the distrihution ratio ( ratIo of row width to row interval ) 
increases heyond 2 .0 .  It is pointed out that these findings completely justify 
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the customary 20-inch rows with 10 - t o  1 2;inch spacing i n  the row, corrc
sponding, respectively. to about 3 1 ,000 and 26,000 plants per acre. These 
patterns have distribution ratios of 2 .0  and 1 .67, respectively. Row widths 
much wider than 20 inches, for example, 26- to 36 inches, will reuuce sugar 
production markedly even if, to maintain population levels, the heets arc 
spaced closely in the row. 

Interaction of space allotment with variety and the interaction of 
space al lotment X variety X fertil ity level have only partially been ex
plored . The information is such as to indicate the ucsirahility of mllch 
further investigation. 

Lindner (29)  in comparing spacing effects upon yield and sucrose 
varieties found in 1 9 3 3  tha t the sucrose variety gave yie Ius little affected 
hy the space allotment, whereas the yield type gave largest production a t  

the narrowest spacing. In 1934 ,  both types gave highest yields at the 
narrowest spacing. In a series of contributions, Decaux, Vanderwaeren 
and Simon (ef. summary by Dccoux 1 1  : 2 1 :; ,229)  showed the importance 
uf relatively dense populations of sugar heets per hectare if yields are to 
be maintained. They concluded ( 1 2 )  that the size of foliar bouquet as 
characteristic of certain varieties is a factor in determination of the appro
priate spacing. However, Ginneken ( 2 1 )  found that a va riety with large 
foliar bouquet at 5 5 ,000 plants per hectare ( 2 2 , 2 60 per acre) gave 1 0  
percent less yield than was obtained from a stand o f  70,000 per hectare 
(2R ,HO per acre) . Llidecke ( 3 0 )  stated that as width of row is increased, 
use of nitrogen increases the weight of individual roots, hut only propor
tionately, over,compensation not being ohtained. Skuderna and Doxtator 
( 3 5 ,  36 )  conducted studies of spacing effects with varieties of sugar heets 
at different levels of fertility. They obtained significant differential responses 
of varieties to hoth fertilizer and spacing and the first and second order 
interactions were significant. Thus the techniques of the complex experiment 
were applied to the problem. 

Tolman ( 3 8 )  also employed the techniques of multiple factor experi
ments to determine interactions bet\veen variety, space allotment and fer' 
tihty level. The varietal responses to the other factors differed significantly 
and certain interactions appeared significant. It is not unlikely that a given 
variety may be found to require a definite planting pattern for its best 
performance. These experiments, taken in connection with others that have 
been cited ( 1 2 , 1 6, 3 5 ,  3 6 ) ,  indicate that the multiple factor experiment 
may prove an effective research method. greatly facilitating the experimental 
attack, <lnd at the samc time broadening applicability of findings. 

Dii"i(mssion 

The problems of space relationships of sugar beet consist of a series 
of interlocking phases involving plant populations, field patterns, compen 
sation for missing hills and tolerance of multiple occupancy of hills. A 
sugar beet plant is the summation of the environmental factors that lm, 
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pinge upon it, as within the genetic limits, i t  reacts in response to those 
factors. Solar radiation, temperature, sol1 moisture, soi l  fertil ity and other 
factors of the environment ill thelr effects Oil plant characteristics such as 
capacity for growth, foliar houquet, root size and type, ana other genetic 
characters, produce the end result .  Usually a single factor cannot be 
detached from the complex so that its particular influence may he deter' 
m.ined hut conclusions must he dra\,vn from associated effects. 

The 510'\v development of our knov,dedge \vith respect to the rcqUlrc 
ments of the sugar heet and the present status of the rules and rccom� 
mend at ions for space relationships find parallels among other crop plants. 
Space al lotments in current use with them are now heing studied with the 
result that old accepted planting patterns are being revised hetter to suit the 
demands of certain varieties. Soil and season, however, are found to be 
significant in their effects slowing up changes until the case is completely 
proved. A new pattern needs to sho\\! very significant effects to justify the 
changes in machine equipment and methods that are necessarily involved. 

From the a rray of Europecln work and what has hcen done in United 
St<ltl.'S and England. it seems ckar that highest yields of sugar heet come 
from the close spacings and such spacings also give roots of highest quality. 
We may derive from the curves a thcor�tical  optimum of plant populatinns. 
But this value may and does stand in decided contrast ·with what, hecausc 
of practical cnnsiucrations. is adopted. 

We have seen that American practice long since refused to strain for 
the ultimate crop goal but was content with less than a theoretical ly possihle 
yield in order to use drills, cultivators and other horst>clrawn tools. It 1S 
an open questlOn \"\'hether o r  not the hypothetical loss in yield of 1 0, to 
1 5  percent calculated as associated \'vith our standard procedures \,vas an 
actuality, or whether the very close spacings would not, of themselves. 
have engendered nev..' forms of loss not present in controlled experiments 
hut likely to enter in field practice. DeHaan and Klijnhout pointed out thclt 
increase in plant population from 70.000 to 90. ()()() plants per hectare 
( 2 R , :' 40 to 36 ,4 ?>O  per acre) meant in their experiments a gain of 6 or i 
percEIlt, but entailed handling very many more plants sm,t 1kr in si�e and 
having increased tare. 

We do need to ask what fundamentally is responsihle for the greater 
acre yields of roots and sugar and for the improved quality that come� 
with close spacing hoth of rows and of  plants in the row. Ohviously, the 
greatest yields merely mean most efficient use of field space and fertility. 
It wil l  he recalled that European and American experience was positive 
that if row width were increased, reduction in row interval would not 
compensate for it .  Armer's study on distribution ratios indicated the same. 
Clearly there is a p roblem of plant response here, since apparently the 
plant refuses to abide by arithmetic. 

In most sugar heet districts of the Temperate Zone, the growing season 
is l imited in l ength. Commonly the early pa rt of the growing period is 
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cool and  not  conducive to rapid root growth, so  that the soil space reached 
early hy plant roots is l imited. If  the plants are wide apart, roots will only 
slowly permeate the space allotted. Hence closely spaced plants more com� 
pletely occupy the soil space in the early half of the season than do widely 
�raced plants. Although soil temperatures in late April, May and early 
June are cool, they, along with soil moisture conditions, nevertheless are 
more conducive to root grov.,;th than the soil conditions of September, 
October and November · -so much so that in many districts a lag in planting 
date may require nearly twice as much extension of the harvest date for 
equal root growth to be attained (GOllard 2 2 ) . A limiting factor in  close
ness of spacing is the length of time before interference of roots and tops 
of neighboring plants nulll:fies the early advantages. Furthermore commercial 
practice prescribes that roots must reach a minimum size to he marketable. 
I f  the time factor and i f  the slowing up of growth in the fall were not 
involved-were it not a matter of efficiency-then a widely spaced indi
vidual root would eventually attain it weight commensurate with the sum 
of weights of the closely spaced plants occupying the given surface area. 
The hurdle that Gerlach (20) presented, namely that to maintain yields, 
the a verage individual from a population of 4o,OnO plants per hectare must 
he 2Yz times heavier than one from a population of 100,000, probably 
could he surmounted if, in so many places, frost did not dictate harvest . 

The suggestions by Kruger (2 1 ,  20)  explaining the eif('ct of spacing 
on 4uality seem accurate. That sucrose percentages of the heet reflect the 
degree of ripening and that ripening occurs earlier with dose spclcing only 
hints at the basic reactions involved. The whole cuncept of growth of the 
sugar beet needs to he extended heyond this postulate. Storage of sucrose 
in the sugar heet must be recognized as a plant response opposed to the 
growth responses. A fundamenta l consioer:1 tion in this connection is the 
fact that photosynthesis takes pLtce over Cl far wider range of conditions, 
including temperature, than does growth (Coons, 9) . As a result  of this, 
sucrose percentages of the sugar heet may attain extremely high levels in 
C(ti ifornia i f  growth is checked hy the combination of high temperature 
and lov.' soil moisture. In other sections of the country, cool >''leather condi, 
tions in the fa 11, accompanied usually hy a low moisture content of the 
soil ,  serve to check .growth allowing photosynthesis to hring ahout the 
increase of sucrose percentage in the roots from ahout a 12 percent levd 
in September to 1 6  to lR pc-rcent in Novt:mher. In districts where rainy, 
mild fall weather favors growth, as at Beltsville, Maryland, a sucrose per
centage of ahout 12 attained in  Septemher continues without much increase 
into Octoher and Novcmher. 

Yield and sucrose types of sugar beet differ in their responses tu the 
major factors of the environment- ---the former being less sensitive to 
climatic and soil changes than the sugar types. The yield types, therefore, 
continue under early fall conditions to increase in size and remain succu� 
lent, i .e .  moderate in sugar content, whereas the more sensitive sugar types 
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stop utilizing the elaborated carbohydrates for growth and accumulate 
sucrose in the roots. 

It  is known that nitrogen fertilizers promote growth. Kriiger would 
explain favorahle effects of close spacings as due to the ripening brought 
about by nitrogen depletion. He is emphasizing that a full quota of plants 
to the soil space utilizes more or less completely the soil nitrogen, bringing 
.thout an eventual check of growth. The low sucrose percentages associated 
with heavy applications of nitrogen frequently indicate improper timing 
and disregard of proper fertilizing practice. The proper function of nitrogen 
fertilizer is to produce a large plant hody fully expanded over the soil 
space. It should be clearly understood that nitrogen must be applied early 
to sugar beets and certainly long before midseason. After midseason, 
nitrogen content of the soil should decrease so that growth may not con� 
tinue at the expense of sucrose storage. 

We must recognize that other factors of the environment, temper
ature, solar radiation, water, and soil fertility if  favorable for growth 
may bring ahout util ization of carbohydrates for production of plant tissue 
instead of promoting sugar storage. Hence factors must be manipulated 
so that growth is checked in order th"t the products of photosynthesis may 
accumulate, sugar he stored in the root, and, as is said, to "ripen" the plant. 
One factor may not replace another, but we can magnify effects of a factor 
by manipulation of it and associated factors. Such advance as we may 
make in space adjustments will come ahout hy proper application of the 
principles of r1ant growth. 

American practice has, hy compromise, accepted certain field patterns 
and has set up, for a given surface area, certain norms of plant population. 
Under our current method of culture these have effectively removed space 
relations from a dominant position and made yield and quality dependent 
upon the play of other factors principal ly soil fertility, culture and plant 
disease. Our principal depressions of yield have come from lack of  stand 
uniformity rather than from improper space al lotment . Our low levels of 
production reflect our failures to give the best environment for sugar beet 
growth . 

But we now are about to enter the mechanized era. of sugar beet 
culture. A distinguished agricultural engineer Vo,rhen asked how far apart 
the heet rows needed to be in  order to give best operation of his machines 
said ' ''As wide as the agronomist wil1 let me have them. "  In a phrase, this 
puts heforc us the pressing prohlem of space relations. 

We may "prroach the problems hopefully.  If  we understand and 
apply the basic principles, we may sometimes manipulate factors of the 
environment to get around apparently insurmountahle difficulties. Suppose 
we grant that with things as they are, sugar beets grown in jO -inch rows 
with 8�in('h spacing in the row, do not yield the sarne as i f  grown in 
20-inch rows with 1 2 -inch spacing in the row ( 1 6) .  Assume that i t  is 
necessary in mechanizing the job that the former he used. The agronomist 
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faces first an appraisal of the situation. He must decide i f  the advantage 
of the wider row warrants taking a loss, and how much. He must recognize 
that all districts are not climatically alike and must guard against blanket 
application of his findings. He may need to fit the plant to the required 
environment. He may try extending the growing season by early planting, 
he may seek hy rational fertiliz,er practice to manipulate the intake of 
plant foods to promote early growth and proper balance. Sugar beet va' 
rieties differ in their reactions to space allotments, so that this phase will 
need to be thoroughly explored. And there remains the attack on the 
problem through the breeding of plants suited to mechanization. One can 
immediately visualize a need for a vigorously growing, large topped 
variety with a globe·shaped root, streamlined for easy lifting. 

The new problems that face the agronomist are, therefore, not without 
clues for their solutions. We do not know the best way to fit the sugar 
beet for fully mechanized culture. The problems present a challenge to 
the investigator. The activities stressed in this review were chosen for Cl 
purpose---·either to show the limits natural to the sugar beet, to show the 
physiological response of the sugar beet to space allotment, or to show a 
methodology of research. As the major contribution of the review, some 
basic physiological principles of sugar beet growth and development have 
been outlined as guides to plant manipulation. Application of these prin' 
ciples is needed for solution of the problems lying ahead. Agricultural 
patterns as designed for hand labor had to be changed to permit utili::ation 
of power equipment. We must now expect equally radical changes as sugar 
beet growing advances to fully mechanized production. It is the function 
of agronomic research to seek out the requirements for the improvement 
of practice, to appraise them, and to develop a new and successful sugar 
heet agriculture. 
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